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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let Q be an open set in the N-dimensional Euclidean space RN, N > 2, 
and E a subset of the boundary FrQ of Sz (FYQ contains the Alexandroff 
point A if Q is unbounded). The set E is said to be open in FrQ if there 
exists an open set W in RN = RNu {A} such that Wn FrQ = E. Suppose 
that u is a hyperharmonic function in Q which tends to infinity at all points 
of E. It is well known that if E = FL?, then u is not superharmonic in 52 
(see, e.g., Brelot [3, Chap. 21). In this paper we generalise this result by 
proving that the same result holds whenever E is nonpolar and open in 
FrsZ. 
Throughout this paper we make use of the following notations. An 
arbitrary point in RN is denoted by x, y, or X; and 
x=(x,, x2,-, XN) 
is a representation of x in terms of its coordinates. The Euclidean norm of 
x will be /1x1/. Finally, for a set F in RN, CF and F are the complement and 
closure of F in RN, respectively. 
First, we consider the problem in a domain (connected open set). We 
have the following: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that D is a nonempty domain in RN, N > 2, E is a 
nonpolar subset of FrD, and E is open in FrD. If u is a hyperharmonic 
.function in D such that 
lim U(X) = co 
.x - , 
for all y in E 
then u - cc in D. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 2. Theorem 1 is sharp 
in the sense that none of the hypotheses “E nonpolar,” “E open,” and 
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“lim u(x)= co” can be weakened. If B(0, 1) = (XE RN: r= (IxJ\ < l}, the 
domain D = B(0, l)\(O) and E = (O}, then the theorem fails for the fun- 
damental superharmonic function u with pole at 0; that is, u = log r when 
N=2 and u=rzeN when N > 3. It is clear that the result fails because of 
the polarity of the set E. 
To prove that lim U(X) = 00 cannot be replaced by limsup U(X) = co, we 
let D = B(0, $), E = FrD and define the function u by 
00 
u= 1 w,, 
n=l 
where the u,, are fundamental superharmonic functions of RN with poles at 
points of a countable dense subset of FrD and the coefficients a, are 
positive real numbers chosen such that u(0) is finite. Then u is superhar- 
manic in D and satisfies limsup U(X) = cc at all points of E. To show that 
the openness of E cannot be ignored is not easy and an elaborate example 
towards this goal will be given in Section 3. 
Our most general result is the following: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 52 is a nonempty open set in RN, N 2 2, E is a 
nonpolar subset of the frontier FrsZ, and E is open in F&2. Then there exists 
a domain D in Sz such that any hyperharmonic function on Sz satisfying 
lim U(X) = cc for all y in E 
x-v 
is identically equal to infinity on D. 
Different alternatives are introduced in the proofs of both theorems; the 
case where the Alexandroff point is in E always requires special attention. 
The proof of Theorem 2 will be given in Section 4. Theorem 2 is also sharp. 
The relevant examples will be given in Section 5.. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Since E is open in FrD, there exists an open set W in RN such that 
E= WnFrD. Let W*= M/?(A) and E*= W*nFrD. Then W* is open in 
RN and E* is open in FrD. 
First, we assume that N = 2 or E does not contain the Alexandroff point 
A. Then E* is nonpolar. Let G= Du E* u CD. We can easily see that 
G = D v W* v CD. Hence G is open in RN. On the other hand we have that 
D c D u E* c D. Since D is connected it follows that D u E* is connected 
(see [ 1, Chap. 1, Sect. 11, Proposition 11). Let G, be the connected com- 
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ponent of G containing D u E*. Now let U* be the function defined in G, 
by 
u*(x) = 4x1 in D, 
cc in G,\D. 
Then a* is hyperharmonic in D and G,\D. Moreover U* is continuous and 
satisfies the mean-value inequality at all points of E. Hence U* is hyperhar- 
manic in G,, and U* = co in E* which is nonpolar. Thus U* z cc in G,. 
Hence u E cc in D. 
Now suppose that N> 3 and {A $ c E. Since E* may be polar the proof 
is slightly more complicated. As A E E, W, as defined previously has a sub- 
set W,, of the form W, = p\B(O,. 
First, we assume that B contains the complement of a closed ball 
B(0, R,), and let p = R. + R, so that RN\B(O, p) = V, say, is contained in 
W, n B. Let E, = Vn FrD, and define the function U* by 
u* = u in qEo 
x in E,. 
(It is easy to check that V/E0 is nonempty and contained in D.) Then U* is 
hyperharmonic in V and lim u*(x) = co as x tends to {A}, x in V. As {A} 
is nonpolar it follows that U* = cc in V. Thus u E cc in D. 
Now suppose that d does not contain the complement of a closed ball. 
Then 
(RN\B) n (RN\40, R)) Z 0 for all R > 0. (1) 
Let R2 be a positive real number and E2 = (RN\B(O, R,)} n FrD. Then E, 
is open in FrD and if R2 > Ro, then E, is in E. In the light of the first part 
of the proof it is enough to prove that E2 is nonpolar. For this, suppose by 
contradiction that E2 is polar. Since FrD is closed in RN, by definition, E2 
is closed in RN\B(O, R2) = G, say. Since G is connected it follows that G\E, 
is also connected [3, Chap. 31. But 
G\E,=(GnD)u(Gn(RN\B)) 
and both Gn D and G n (RN\6) are nonempty open sets (the first set is 
nonempty since A is in FrD and the second set is nonempty by (1)). This 
contradiction implies that E, is nonpolar and completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
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3. ON THE SHARPNESS OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we give an example to show that Theorem 1 does not 
always hold when E is not open in FrsZ. More precisely we prove the 
following 
PROPOSITION 1. There exists a nonpolar (and nonopen) subset E of the 
N-dimensional sphere S(O,2) = FrB(O,2) an a superharmonic function u in d 
B(O,2) such that 
lim u(x) = cc for all y E E. 
X--t” 
Let C be the Cantor set obtained from the interval [0, l] by successive 
removal of the open middle thirds. First we prove that the set 
c,= cx [O, 1]NP2X (0) 
is nonpolar in RN, N>2, (for N=2, C,=Cx {O}). For this we need 
LEMMA A. (i) The set C2 is closed and nonpolar in R2. 
(ii) A set is polar if and only if it is thin at all its points. 
(iii) A bounded and closed set F of RN is nonthin at a point X0 of its 
boundary if and only if there exists an open ball B(X,, p) in RN and a 
positive superharmonic function v on B(X,,, p)\F such that lim u(x) = 0 as x 
tends to X0, x in B(X,, p)\F. 
For the proof of these results and further discussions on thin sets we 
refer to [ 3, Chap. 71. 
From this lemma it follows that there exists a point X0 in C2, a ball B, 
in R2 centred at X0 and a positive superharmonic function va in B2\C2 such 
that lim v2(x) = 0 as x tends to X0. 
Let DN be the subset of RN given by D, = (B2\C2) x (0, 1)NS-2 and vN be 
the function deftned in D, by 
vN(X) = uN(xI 5 x2, ..‘, xN) = v,(x,, x2). 
Then vN is superharmonic in D,. Indeed any superharmonic function is 
locally a limit of a sequence of superharmonic functions having continuous 
second partials (Helms [ 5, Theorem 4.20]), and a C2 function is superhar- 
manic if and only if its Laplacian is nonpositive [S, Theorem 4.81. 
Moreover vN is positive in D, and lim vN(x) = 0 as x tends to (X0, O,..., 0). 
Hence C, is nonthin at (X,,, O,..., 0) by part (iii) of Lemma A. Thus C, is 
nonpolar by virtue of part (ii) of Lemma A. 
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To construct the set E, let S+ = {x E RN: xN > 0} n S(0, 2). Then if Pr is 
the orthogonal projection map from S+ onto B(0, 2)n (RN-’ x {0}), its 
inverse Pr-’ is an expanding homeomorphism; hence it maps a nonpolar 
set onto a nonpolar set [3, Chap. 4, Sect. 63. 
Now let E = Pr ‘( C,V); E is closed in S(0, 2), and nonpolar. Moreover if 
s is the Lebesgue surface-area measure on S(O,2), we have 
where y is the angle between the “x,-axis” and the outer normal to S(0, 2) 
at x. Since the (N- 1 )-dimensional Lebesgue measure of CN is zero we get 
s(E) =O. But, the harmonic measure and the surface measure are 
equivalent on the boundary of a Lipschitz domain ([4]). (In fact it can 
easily be proved that in the case of the ball B, we have the following 
relation 
pL, = P(.x,.) x s for all x in B, 
where ,u~ is the harmonic measure and P(x, ), the Poisson kernel.) Thus 
,uJE) = 0. Hence there exists u > 0 superharmonic in B(O,2) such that for 
all y E E, lim u(x) = co as x tends to y, x in B(0, 2) (see [3, Chap. 8, 
Sect. 5)). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The proof of Theorem 2 requires Theorem 1 and 
LEMMA 1. Let D be a nonempty domain in RN, N 3 2, and o a subset of 
D such that w is nonpolar and D\GD is nonempty, where OD is the closure of 
o in D. Then the boundary Fr(w, D) of o in D is also nonpolar. 
To prove this lemma, suppose by contradiction that Fr(o, D) is polar. 
Since Fr(o, D) is closed in D, it follows that the set D\Fr(o, D) is a 
domain (see [3, Chap. 31). But we have D\Fr(w, D)=bDu(D\OD) and 
bD n (D\OD) is empty, where dD is the interior of o in D. Since bD and 
D\WD are disjoint open subsets of RN and D\WD is nonempty it comes that 
dD = 0. On the other hand w c dD u Fr(o, D). Thus w c Fr(o, D) and 
therefore o is polar since a subset of a polar set is polar. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 1. 
We now proceed to prove Theorem 2. The open set Q is the union of a 
countable number of domains Di, say, and 
UFrD, c FrQ (2) 
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(see [ 1, Chap. 1, Proposition 11, Corollary]). Let W be an open set in RN 
such that W n FrB = E. There are two cases. 
If E c UFrD,, then E = U {En FrD,} and since countable union of polar 
sets is polar, there exists m such that E A FrD, = E,, say, is nonpolar. On 
the other hand, using (2), we have the following 
E,=EnFrD,= WnFrSZnFrD,= WnFrD,. 
Hence E, is open in FrD,. Thus by Theorem 1 applied to D, and E,, the 
function u is identically equal to infinity in D,. 
Now suppose that E is not in UFrD, and let X be a point in the non- 
empty set (FrQ\iJFrD,) n E. This case provides again two alternatives. 
Suppose first that X is distinct from A, and let B(X, R) be an open ball 
in W. As XE FrQ we have B(X, R) n 52 # @ and therefore there exists m 
such that B(X, R) n D, # 0. We denote B(X, R), B(X, R)n D,, and 
B(X, R) n FrD, by B, w, and E,, respectively. Then E, is open in FrD, 
and the function u tends to infinity at all points of E, since E, c E. By 
Theorem 1, it is enough to prove that E, is nonpolar. And in view of 
Lemma 1, it is enough to prove that o is nonpolar, B\tiB is nonempty and 
E, = Fr(w, B). 
The set o is nonpolar as it is a nonempty open subset of RN. Moreover 
we have the following 
cSB=BnticBnBnb,=BnDm. (3) 
As the point X is in B but not in D,, it follows from (3) that X is in B\WB, 
proving that the latter set is nonempty. It only remains to prove that 
E, = Fr(o, B). Here we use the following inclusion relations 
(FrBnD,)u(BnFrD,)cFrw 
= Fr( B n D,) c (FrB n D,) u (B n FrD,) u (FrB n FrD,). 
(see [ 1, Ex. 5c, p. 1181). Intersecting them by B, we get 
BnFrD,cBnFrwcBnFrD,; 
and hence, 
Fr(o, B) = B n Fro = B n FrD, = E,. 
Now, suppose that X= A. Then W has a subset W,, of the form 
W, = RN\B(O, R) for some R>O. Again by Theorem 1, it is enough to 
prove that there exist D, and E, c FrD, n E such that E, is nonpolar and 
open in FrD,. For this let W* = W,\{ A}. As A is in FrQ\UFrDi, the com- 
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ponents Di are all bounded, and there exists m such that D, n W,, # @. 
Thus D, r- W, is nonpolar and we have 
W* n FrD, = Fr(D,, W*) = Fr(D, n W*, W*) = E,, say. 
Bearing in mind that D, n W* is bounded whereas W* is not, so that the 
closure in W* of D,n W* is different from W*, we apply Lemma 1 to get 
the nonpolarity of E,. The openness of E, follows from the definition of 
E,. Finally E, c W, A FrQ c E. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
5. SHARPNESS OF THEOREM 2 
The examples given in Sections 1 and 3 validate the sharpness of 
Theorem 2. However, there is a simpler example that shows that 
Theorem 2 does not always hold when E is not open. 
Let 
Q= fi (o,l)-‘X &,f 
( ) 
(N 2 2, i positive integer), 
i= I 
u=i in (O,l)“-‘x A,+ , 
( ) 
and 
E= (0, l)-’ x (0). 
Then clearly E is nonpolar, nonopen in FrQ and u is a superharmonic 
function in B that tends to infinity at all points of E. 
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